
By Lawrence Moule

Co-Editor, Municipal Interface

L
eadership initiatives by the Municipal Information

Systems Association have resulted in greater collab-

o r a t i o n between municipalities and provincial

governments in British Columbia and Ontario. MISA

is also helping municipalities work together to find

collective technology solutions and save money.

In British Columbia, the Chief Information Officer

has initiated an information-sharing project directly as

a result of concerns voiced by MISA BC.  MISA O n t a r i o ,

meanwhile, has persuaded the provincial government

to meet formally with municipalities for the first time

to discuss topics related to information technology.

Stuart Culbertson, chief information officer of

British Columbia, attended the MISA BC annual meeting

for the second year in a row.  He said he has initiated

a project called the Integrated Cadastral Initiative (ICI)

to address information-flow issues between local gov-

ernments and provincial bodies. The initiative is bringing

provincial organizations together with municipalities

to create an electronic map and accompanying data

on the ownership, value and extent of BC properties.

Culbertson told conference delegates: “This initiative

stemmed from my meeting with you in Kamloops (in

September 1999), where a number of you were asking

in some frustration why we can’t get our act together

on land titles. 

“We now have the ICI in pilot form, working away.

I know it is working slower than many of you might

like, but we have 15 municipalities working with us,

as well as several ministries and Crown corporations

and private-sector utilities, and we are trying to build

a pilot project that is manageable and deliverable.”

Cindy Turner, director of computer services for

North Vancouver and a past president of MISA BC,

told Municipal Interface that the ICI could have an

impact on other provinces facing similar problems,

such as Alberta, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island.

M I S A BC President Per Kristensen of Nanaimo 

said the ICI, if it succeeds, will facilitate municipal

co-operation in pursuing economic development

opportunities. MISA is also supporting other provincial

initiatives, including CivicInfo, a Web portal for public-

sector information (see page 25).  The president of

MISA BC has a seat on the CivicInfo board.

“MISA is starting to be approached by various min-

istries, and also by other local government agencies,

for our expertise on the technical side of issues,”

Kristensen said. “From the ministries, we’re seeing 

a much greater trend toward co-operation and infor-

mation sharing.”

In Ontario, Management Board Secretariat has

accepted MISA O n t a r i o ’s invitation to appoint an

ex-officio member of the executive. He is Ron Huxter,

manager of information & security architecture within

the Office of the Corporate Chief Strategist.

(Continued on page 4)
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O
ver the past few months, it seems that customer

relationship management (CRM) has replaced

ERP as the latest buzzword. Although munici-

palities have always been focused on client service, this

new emphasis on CRM is underlining the importance

of a more holistic approach to municipal clients. 

I know that in our municipality alone, there are

more than 50 telephone numbers listed in the blue

pages for services provided by different departments.

I’m sure that this is also the case in many other munic-

ipalities. We are now looking at the possibility of

developing a client-service strategy that can lead to 

a one-stop-shopping approach. This is not easy.

As I consider the many projects that I’ve been

involved with over the years dealing with community

c o n n e c t i v i t y, better Web sites, electronic service delivery

and call centres, I see that all of these projects have

focused on various aspects of client service. 

It took me some time to realize that, while all of

these were in themselves good projects, none of them

in fact offered the complete client-service solution. 

A few months ago, when a reporter asked me what

a smart community was, I had a hard time coming 

up with a definition. Now the concept is becoming

clearer to me. 

A smart community is one where all of the tech-

nologies – CRM, ERP, call centres, Web sites and other

operational systems – are working together for the good

of all the citizens of the community. This is smart. 

I applaud those municipalities that are embarking

on projects that focus on the entire relationship with

their clients. I think you are in the forefront, advancing

the yardstick on service delivery.

Your experiences are valuable to all of our members,

and I encourage you to share them with us in our

journal and on our Web site.

gwalter@region.waterloo.on.ca n
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Huxter has agreed to work with the executive to

o rganize an event bringing provincial and municipal

IT staff together.

The event will take place in February 2000 in

Toronto, over one or two days, and will cover eight to

10 topics related to technology and service delivery,

said MISA Ontario President Walter Gasparini of the

Region of Wa t e r l o o .

“It’s going to be a two-

way exchange,” Gasparini

said. “This is an exciting ini-

tiative. It’s the first time we have had a direct meeting

to discuss issues common to both levels of government.

I think it can lead to a close working relationship

between the province and municipalities.”

MISA Ontario, like its sister organization in BC, is

also working to help municipalities gain access to

technologies at low cost through collective contracts.

One potential contract could extend to municipalities

the pricing agreement recently negotiated between the

Ontario Management Board Secretariat and Oracle

Canada for database software licences, if municipalities

can collectively lease 5,000 seats. Norm Baxter, a project

leader at the City of Mississauga, is negotiating with

Oracle on behalf of MISA Ontario.

In BC, the provincial government has invited MISA

to lead negotiations with vendors, including Oracle and

ESRI, to extend some provincial contracts to munici-

palities on a collective basis.
MISA BC is also organizing municipalities to band

together in issuing
requests for propos-
als. Sixteen munici-
palities, led by We s t

Va n c o u v e r, have issued an RFP for document and
records management software under the MISA BC
banner, and another group of municipalities is dis-
cussing a similar initiative for financial-management
software.

Bob Janowicz of GIS Innovations Inc., an exhibitor
at the MISA BC conference, said that collective munic-
ipal contracts are “great” for vendors.

“The cost of selling to municipalities spread out
everywhere is brutal,” Janowicz said. “To collaborate
makes it much more worth while for any vendor to
pay attention.” n

Report on MISA BC annual conference, page 18
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T
he new CIO of the City of Vancouver is deter-

mined to make his city a leader in using informa-

tion technology to build a “citizen-centric”

municipal government.

But before that happens, John Dunning has some

big challenges to tackle.

Dunning, who started work as Va n c o u v e r’s Director

of Information Technology on August 14, 2000, spoke

to Municipal Interface during the MISA BC annual con-

ference in September. It was his first exposure to MISA,

and he said he will be calling on some of his new col-

leagues to get the benefits of their expertise in accom-

plishing what he wants to do.

The information technology picture in Vancouver is

half bright and half dark. On the bright side, Va n c o u v e r

has a well-designed Web site and some creative appli-

cations, such as the Community Web Pages initiative

that won the Spirit of Innovation Award at the MISA B C

conference (see next page). 

H o w e v e r, as Dunning admits, the City has fallen

behind in some critical areas and needs a new strategic

direction. He knows what that direction should be.

“ We want to make a citizen-centric environment,”

he said. “To do that, we have to learn what the needs

of the citizen are and determine how he or she can

connect to the various departments.  

“The citizen doesn’t want to have to figure out that

the information she wants is in department X or Y. We

intend to make the access to that information as easy

and seamless as physically possible.

“So one of our priorities will be to expand our We b

site so that the citizen can easily perform interactive

tasks. We are just learning. There are some communities

more advanced than we are, but, on the other hand,

we probably will have the resources now to move a little

bit faster than some other communities. 

“ We want to demonstrate leadership so that we can

help not only our own community, but neighbouring

communities whenever we can.”

Dunning was formerly

Director of Information

Technology for the Liquor

Distribution Branch of the

BC government. He brings 

a retailer’s perspective to 

his new role – the customer

comes first. He and City

Manager Judy Rogers have

had a meeting of minds on

their vision for technology.

“There is clearly a

drive to make City services

more cohesive and more valued-added,” he said.

“When I talked to the city manager, she said they

want to instill confidence in the citizens. To do that, we

have to ensure that the citizens can get to information

reliably and consistently. Citizens have to have the 

p e rception, and the actual experience, that they are

gathering value for their tax dollars. 

“They want to know that we will provide protection

for them through times of trauma, such as earthquakes

or when they need ambulances or police. They also want

to know that archival information will be around forever.

“So we are going to focus on all those activities,

with the ultimate goal that the citizen will believe that

the City of Vancouver is not only a nice place to live,

but that it’s also taking care to provide value in managing

the information they need.”

One of Dunning’s mandates is to create a strategic

information-technology plan. He plans to complete this

by the spring of 2001. His other mandate is to implement

policies and procedures so the City can become more

efficient and consistent in its operations. That will take

a while longer.

There is not enough consistency now in the ways 

in which the City’s 8,000 employees use information

t e c h n o l o g y. One drawback is that not all departments

use the same e-mail system. A bigger problem is incon-

sistent desktops.

MISA ROUNDUP

Vancouver CIO John Dunning

C I T Y OF VANCOUVER’S NEW CIO
HAS A VISION FOR CITIZEN SER V I C E
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“ We have people using different word-process-

ing systems,” Dunning said. “We find that for them

to communicate, they have to make multiple ver-

sions of a document – in Word, in Word Perfect, 

in pdf format. That’s all time consuming and very

inefficient, so an early priority will be to get a stan-

dard offering and to start implementing that.”

Last year the City installed an SAP E R P s y s t e m ,

which has improved its internal supply chain by

integrating the financial, human resource and pro-

curement systems. Web-enabling this integrated

system for communication with external customers

will be another priority for Dunning. So will be the

integration and Web-enabling of various departments’

GIS systems.

Community Web Pages

Meanwhile, the City is moving in a citizen-centric

direction with its Web site. An example is its Community

Web Pages service. It won MISA B C ’s Spirit of Innovation

Award this year for “outstanding professional achievement

and technological innovation.”

The service resides on Va n c o u v e r’s Web site at

w w w. c i t y. v a n c o u v e r.bc.ca/communities. It provides 

single-point access to listings of City services available

to each geographic community within Greater Va n c o u v e r.

It lists City initiatives, developments, services and event s

at the community level and links staff in various service-

delivery departments.

Catherine Lin, project manager for Web development

in the IT Group within Corporate Services, said that the

s e r v i c e was established in November 1999 as a pilot

project for the communities of Dunbar and Kenington/

Cedar Cottage. Public response has been enthusiastic,

she said, and the service has been expanded to the

communities of Sunset, Victoria/Fraserview and

K i l l a r n e y. It will be expanded by early next year to

serve all 23 of Va n c o u v e r’s communities.

“ I t ’s unique because, through one Web site, a private

citizen or a community organization can post information

about non-commercial events happening in their local

neighbourhood,” Lin said.

“They just go to the Community Calendar icon and

publish the information by following simple instructions.

The information is immediately available at people’s

f i n g e r t i p s . ”

The project was initiated by Michael White of the

Planning Department, with contributions from several

other departments and individuals. The Community

C a l e n d a r, Recreation Guide and Projects & Construction

sections of the site all use Visual Basic programs with a

CGI interface and SQL d a t a b a s e .

Dunning says that the Community Web Pages ser-

vice represents the “point of the wedge” in his vision of

citizen-centric electronic government.

“The most difficult part of Web development is the

linkage to legacy systems,” he says. “We haven’t got

integration in our legacy systems. To expand services

like Community Web Pages, we need to synchronize

our data.”

Dunning ultimately wants to be able to meet the

needs of not only the community at large, but of indi-

viduals. He wants to apply principles of customer 

relationship management to his IT strategy.

“I think of the way that credit unions revolutionized

banking by consolidating all their data through a central

point, so that a person serving a customer could know

whatever was necessary about that customer. As a city,

we want to incorporate that concept.”

Over the winter, Dunning will be taking stock of the

C i t y ’s IT resources and needs. He will conduct surveys

to find out what stakeholders want from electronic ser-

vices, and he will compile comprehensive information

about existing applications and processes. Some, he

expects, will be eliminated; others will be automated 

to a greater extent to make them more accessible to

internal and external stakeholders.

“The citizen is the most important entity,” Dunning

sums up, applying his retailer’s credo. “Everything the

City does has to serve the citizen in some way. ” n

Systems analyst Catherine Lin, beside a display at the MISA BC con-
ference describing the award-winning Community Web Pages service.
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By Angela Desserre

City of Thunder Bay, Ontario

M
any companies have introduced innovative

organizational structures to deal with rapid

change and rising expectations for increased

quality and customer service. Following this lead, the

City of Thunder Bay decided to have IT service delivery

for both the telephone service and the City managed

as one division. (I should point out that Thunder Bay 

is in the unique situation of owning its own local tele-

phone service provider, Thunder Bay Telephone.) 

As anyone who has struggled to get an install date

for ISDN, T1 or FDDI will understand, I felt that I was

entering the gates of Nirvana! It has now been six

months, however, and I’ve learned that the inner 

sanctum of telephony is not without its challenges.

I’ve also learned the hard way that IT acronyms 

are a “no, no” when discussing computers with senior

management or City Council. In the telephony world,

though, they come as second nature and, faced with

acronyms such as POTS, DSLAM, PSTN and OC-3, I

often felt as if I was back in kindergarten!  

With the nature of telecommunications changing 

at lightning speed, requests for service from telephone

customers are demanding, and customers are very

knowledgeable. They want fast service, and they won’t

waste a second before calling another provider that

can deliver it. 

To quote my general manager, Sharon Hacio: “Our

customers get the benefits of the newest technologies –

modern services and low rates. Each year we provide

a wider array of advanced telephone, data and video

solutions to our 85,000 customers. Thunder Bay

Te l e p h o n e ’s policy is to stay at the leading edge 

of technology while preparing for an increasingly 

competitive marketplace.”

Milestones to Date

We’ve achieved three significant milestones so far:

Thunder Bay has successfully worked toward co-loca-

t i o n of the City’s routers within the four major

exchanges throughout the City.

We have consolidated some of the software licence

agreements to realize savings with our desktop software

and are moving toward doing the same with our report

writers and DBMS software. 

To realize discounts on both the desktop computers

and network equipment, we have started to combine

tendering of hardware and installation.

Lessons Learned

The convergence of IT and telephony is already hap-

pening. Currently, the installation and repair section is

using our hardware technicians to train and troubleshoot

on high-speed Internet connections via DSL at customer

premises. This is a real example in which both telephony

and IT experience were mandatory.

What’s more, programming new billing options is

paramount. Te l e p h o n e ’s CRM software cannot limit the

billing options we need to offer for local telephone

service, wireless service and Internet access. If our

competitor can offer a package, our IT staff must be

able to modify our billing systems on the turn of a

dime to offer “like or better packages.” The ability to

implement change is a key performance indicator for

IT. The IT work plan within Telephone is truly a living

document that requires constant re-prioritization.

You may ask, what lessons did I learn from the

telephony experience that can be applied to the

municipal IT service delivery? For me, I count four:

• Know your customer.

• Data network delivery needs to be managed on 

the usual sticking points: security, speed and per-

formance, and software stability.

• Give customers what they want – not what you

want to give them.

• Customers want a single point of contact and a

reliable network. Customers, whether internal or

external, “want one throat to choke,” as Simon

Angove, senior director of product strategy for

C&W services, so wryly put it.

If you have any comments, please contact me at

Adesserre@city.thunder-bay.on.ca

Angela Desserre is a regional director of MISA. n
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By Darcy Primrose

Eastern Independent Telecommunications Ltd.

T
hroughout its history, the telecommunications

industry has undergone a significant evolution,

moving from carriers who were once monopolies

to become today’s customer-empowered org a n i z a t i o n s .

Municipalities stand to benefit considerably from this

evolution and are now poised to become more powerful

as customers than ever before.

How did this evolution occur? 

In the Beginning

On March 10, 1876, in Boston, Alexander Graham Bell

started the whole process with a simple phone call to

a Mr. Watson: “Mr. Watson, come here, I want you!”

He then set about filing his patent notice and did

so only hours before Elisha Gray filed notice to soon

patent a telephone himself. It’s hard to imagine with

our technology today (the telephone, fax machine and

Internet), how they went about this process without

these tools.

Although this date is usually marked as the beginning

of the telephone, telecommunications has a history far

in advance of this occasion. In 1837 Samuel Morse

created the first workable telegraph. With the help

of Joseph Henry, he was able to build a telegraph

repeater that permitted long-distance operation. The

telegraph was the first tool to help unite the world.

Progress came slowly after the first invention. 

The telephone was a crude device, and there were 

no switchboards to assist placing telephone calls.

On January 28, 1878, the first commercial switch-

board began operation in New Haven, Connecticut. 

It served 21 telephones on eight lines. So, with the

deployment of the first switchboard, we were blessed

with a new invention, the party line, which would stay

with us well into the late 20th century.

In 1885 AT&T was born to provide long-distance

service for American Bell. Only local telephone com-

panies, operating under Bell-granted licences, could

connect to AT&T’s network.  Hence, our first telecom-

munications monopoly.

In 1891 the first automated switching system,

(invented by a mortician, Almon B. Strowger) began

operation. This was the step-by-step switch that

became known as the Strowger switch. This remained 

a major part of the telecommunications network until

around 1970. (Some communities are still served by

this technology today).

The First Major Changes

On July 1, 1948, the Bell System unveiled the transistor,

which, as history has proven, would change how the

world communicated.

Up until the mid-20th century, telephone calls

were transported on copper wire (or a facsimile thereof).

1950 brought us the microwave system, and on A u g u s t ,

17, 1951, the first transcontinental microwave system

began operation.

1950 also saw another standard that has become

synonymous with the telephone – dial tone. Dial tone

was first used in 1908 in a German city, but it wasn’t

until the 1950s that it became a standard.

By this time telecommunications technology had

not developed very far. The first automated exchange

designed in 1891 was still the major backbone of the

network, although other competitors had developed

competing technologies, such as Stromberg Carlson’s

X-Y switch and Western Electric’s xBar switch. These

were both electromechanical switches, although the

xBar was the first common control-switching system.

Then in the 1960s all the major manufacturers began

producing electronic common control telephone

switching systems. These switching systems used elec-

tronics to control the systems, but the actual networks

were still an analog fabric. While the step-by-step

switch enjoyed a life span in excess of 100 years,

the first common control switching systems with their

analog switching fabric barely survived 15 years.

By the mid to late 1970s, the major telephone

switch manufacturers had converted their switching

fabrics from analog to digital.

At this point, we were positioned for the growth

we see today. It took the telecommunications industry

approximately 100 years to go from the first telephone



call to the first digital telephone call. (Because all

major manufacturers claim they were the first, we 

really can’t pinpoint the exact date).

The Beginning of Deregulation

During the 1980s, we became exposed to the first

breakup of monopoly services in Canada. The CRT C ,

under heavy pressure from various groups, finally set a

process in motion to permit the use of non-telephone-

company-provided customer premises equipment.

The new market brought some highlights and some

pitfalls for those wishing to take advantage of the prod-

ucts available. First and foremost in everyone’s mind

was service. How good would the new companies

providing these services be? How would you get service

should something happen to the company you selected

to provide your service?

The real benefit, however, was yet to be seen. Now

that competition was opened, several new companies

were created offering new products that could be used

to look after your telecommunication needs. The tech-

nology drive of the 1980s is showing no signs of sub-

siding and has resulted in the wide array of products

and technologies available to us today.

Then, late in the 1980s and early in the 1990s, a

new type of service provider started to emerge, and

the push was on for the CRTC to deregulate competition

in the long-distance market. Several companies offered

flavours of this prior to the actual ruling. In June of

1992 the CRTC issued Telecom Order 92-12, directing

the Canadian telephone companies to open their net-

works up to permit long-distance competition.

The emergence of this market was not unlike the

c u s t o m e r-premises-equipment deregulation. Several

new companies were created to offer long-distance

services, with each company having its own offering.

We were presented with standard 1+ long distance

dialing and dial-around service (dial a seven-digit

access number, then your destination). A group of

smaller companies also emerged, offering wide-area-

calling plans for a flat monthly rate.

The benefits to the consumer were (and continue

to be) immense. A telephone call that used to cost

$1.00 can now be made for as little as a dime, or in

some cases at no charge. Large corporations are now

able to maintain branch offices and manufacturing

facilities around the country without the burden of

high telecommunication costs between locations.

Just when we thought we were getting nicely settled

in with competition in the long-distance market, along

came Telecom Order 97-8 – another CRTC ruling

that mandated competition in the local market.

The Impact of the Internet

With all the new deregulation in the 1980s and 1990s,

a new source of communicating was evolving. This

was the Internet. A quick comparison of the evolution

of the telephone and the Internet reflects on our
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changing times. It took the telephone almost 100 years

to become an instrument that every home and business

had to have. As a comparison, the Internet has reached

this in one decade.

Since the advent of the Internet, we have been dri-

ven to reduce the lengthy waits for downloads on the

Internet. The old dial-up modem technology started out

with most of us using the 14.4 kbps range and has

since migrated to an industry standard of 56 kbps.

The need for speed has been a major force in the

deployment of new technologies. The incumbent local

exchange carriers (ILECs) have a tremendous investment

in copper and do not wish to throw it away. This

investment has been the major driver behind digital

subscriber line services (DSL), of which we have many

flavours; ADSL, SDSL, HDSL, VDSL and the list grows.

Along with this, the cable TV companies came to

realize that the coax cable, which passes by a majority

of the households in North America, offers a good

alternative for Internet access and can provide very

high speed access. With the cable companies now

getting into the Internet business, and the telephone

companies well into it, the local Internet service

providers are left in a facility wholesale arrangement

with smaller margins if they wish to compete.

With the introduction of competition in the local

market, the new competitive local exchange carriers

(CLEC) quickly realized they have to offer bundled 

services. The high cost of facility deployment or tele-

phone company co-locate charges mandates that a

single source of revenue from a single customer is not 

a viable solution.

Where Are We Going?

The emergence of new competitors in the local

exchange market has changed the paradigm for pro-

viding telecommunications services. If you have a

pipe to a customer, you must use it to provide voice

services, high speed data (VPNs and/or Internet access),

video and a variety of custom call services. Yesterday’s

telephone company had a single purpose – to provide

voice services. To d a y ’s telephone companies go far

beyond that.

So now we have to find a means to deal with all

the traffic that we receive, be it voice, data, video or

whatever. This is driving a demand for a whole new

switching platform called the softswitch.

Softswitches permit a range of software and hard-

ware to work together. The devices lower the amount

of time it takes employees to manage a network,

enabling companies to offer Internet and phone services

at lower costs. Softswitches also permit a greater number

of networks to interact with one another, increasing

the chances for partnerships. Softswitches are able to

interpret what type of data they are receiving and dis-

tribute it to the correct system. They carry out functions

currently performed by digital circuit switches.

So the footprint that we had yesterday in the tele-

phone companies’ central office will again be greatly

reduced, as it was in the 1980s.

But how does this help the end user?

By applying the softswitch technology

and deploying technologies including

voice over IP, voice over DSL and voice

over frame relay, users can now cus-

tomize their networks and provide many of their own

services that were previously provided by the tele-

phone companies.

Most large organizations and municipalities have 

a large data network infrastructure in place. Yesterday

this was kept separate from voice. The reason was

twofold: voice was a monopoly, and technology to

merge voice and data did not exist.

Today, the rules have changed.

With the advent of VOIP and the quality of VOIP

graded as toll quality, it is now possible to create a

separate telephone network to let organizations, indi-

viduals and municipalities communicate with each other

and never touch the public switched telephone network.

As a closing thought, most of you will not remember

the days of operator-handled switchboards. We had

such features as calling name delivery, voice messaging

and call forward. Mr. Strowger eliminated this when

he brought in the dial system. Today we are reintro-

ducing these features. It will be interesting to see 

what is next.

D a rcy Primrose is director of sales – new products/

new markets for Eastern Independent Te l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s

Ltd., a member of MISA Ontario. He can be reached

at eit@eit.ca n
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to a customer, it must provide bundled services
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By Peter Kobzar 

Microcell Connexions

W
ith apologies to George Orwell, 1984 was

a very significant year in Canada. It was

the year when the first cellular telephone

call was made in this country – a call that heralded

the beginning of the wireless revolution in Canada.

Here, as in many countries around the world, the

way people communicate is being revolutionized. Wi t h

the growth of wireless communications and the devel-

opment of new wireless technologies and services,

people can now communicate person-to-person, not

location-to-location, all over the world.

The use of wireless communications continues to

increase. By the end of 2000, it is predicted that 26

per cent of Canadians will own a wireless phone. The

demand for this new communications tools has surpassed

all expectations, and industry analysts expect that over

the next several years, the ratio of Canadians owning a

wireless phone will rise to more than 40 per cent. 

This penetration rate still pales in comparison to

some countries where wireless communications are

more ubiquitous. For example, Finland has a wireless

penetration rate that exceeds 60 per cent of the entire

population. Yet given the huge population in some

undeveloped countries, much of the world has yet to

make a telephone call.

Wireless communications have become an intrinsic

part of millions of people’s lives. For business, personal

security and emergency purposes, it’s hard to imagine

a time when we didn’t have wireless phones to 

communicate.

The real growth in the wireless world, however, is

in the arena of data and informational services. The GSM

Association (Global System for Mobile Communication)

predicts that, by the close of 2000, 15 billion text 

messages will be sent to and from wireless handsets

around the world every month. Industry analysts 

predict that wireless data traffic will exceed voice 

traffic by 2003. 

Wireless operators are now focusing their efforts on

expanding the data capabilities of their networks and

increasing the speed of data transmissions to meet the

exploding demand for wireless Internet access and 

on-demand information services delivered directly 

to wireless devices, to name just two applications.

The remarkable services available today are simply

a glimpse at what consumers can expect in the next

few years.

In the not-too-distant future, wireless devices (they

w o n ’t be called cell phones for much longer) will

probably be able to monitor your home security and

management system, including functions like turning

lights on/off, heating or checking on the oven, or notify-

ing you when the kids are home. They will be able to

perform in-store debit/credit transactions, keep financial

records, take dictation, remind you of important dates,

and permit people to work more effectively from home.

More and more traditional wired services are also

being delivered over fixed wireless platforms as well.

The explosive growth in wireless digital TV services in

markets like Toronto and Montreal is one example.

The increased consumer demand for wireless requires

deployment of new wireless networks and infrastructure

across Canada. Wireless antennas, tower structures and

rooftop installations have become regular fixtures on

urban and rural landscapes, as this is the infrastructure

needed to deliver wireless services to Canadians.

The growth of this infrastructure has posed some

challenges as well. Many municipalities find themselves

without specific bylaws or policies that govern the

deployment of wireless infrastructure in their commu-

nities. Some community groups and individual citizens
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have voiced their concern over the increased number

of wireless antennas and towers in their neighbour-

hoods. On occasion, planners and politicians have

had to balance the demonstrated need for wireless

infrastructure in their communities with citizens’ concerns. 

Industry Canada is the federal regulator of wireless

communications in Canada. The department manages

the radio communications spectrum, allocates licences

to the wireless operators, and approves the location of

antenna installations.

Antenna and tower site selection and approval 

do not occur randomly. In selecting sites for Industry

Canada approval, wireless companies

take many factors into account, includ-

ing the overall wireless network config-

uration and service area, customer u s a g e

patterns, topography, and potential

obstructions to the clear, line-of-sight s i g-

nals needed for maximum signal quality.

All wireless companies aim to mini-

mize the number of new towers by tak-

ing advantage of existing structures –

such as building rooftops or co-location

with other carriers – whenever and wher-

ever possible.

Wireless networks and infrastructure

are becoming a necessary part of local

infrastructure, similar to electricity, water

and cable. In fact, reliance on local

wire-line networks will decrease in the coming years

as more affordable, advanced wireless services begin to

hit the mass consumer market. Communities with

advanced wireless networks will become more

attractive to both industry and local residents.

There are also a host of direct benefits for munici-

palities to participate in the deployment of new wire-

less infrastructure. For example, municipalities now

often share wireless installation sites with the wireless

companies for the deployment of local emerg e n c y

communications networks for fire, police and ambu-

lance. In the future, municipalities will be able to use

wireless networks to enhance public services, such as

meter reading and management of other public utilities.

An example of the next wave of new wireless 

technologies is the new national Multipoint

Communications Systems (MCS) network to be

deployed by Inukshuk Internet Inc. 

Created by Microcell Telecommunications Inc. and

Look Communications Inc., Inukshuk is a new company,

dedicated to connecting Canadians across a state-of-

the-art, Internet protocol (IP) access network. 

The company was awarded 12 of 13 licences to

operate MCS in the 2,500 MHz range in March 2000.

These licences cover some 29 million Canadians, 

in all provinces and territories, with the exception 

of Saskatchewan. 

Canadians living in the licensed

areas will be able to enjoy quality

high-speed, broadband services, d e l i v-

ered across 

a wireless platform. These will include

Internet, data, voice and multimedia 

services, delivered at a cost and speed

that will have an enormously positive

impact on the Canadian economy a n d

local communities, vastly enhancing

distance learning and the tools avail-

able to home-based business.

It’s an exciting and rapidly changing

time for everyone involved in the wire-

less industry. Municipalities and wireless

companies need to work in partnership

in the deployment of new infrastructure, and demon-

strate the mutual benefits of new wireless technolo-

gies for their communities and all Canadians. 

Through these partnerships, Canada can become a

leader in wireless technologies and ensure that our citi-

zens have access to the future with the best wireless

s e rvices in the coming years.

Peter Kobzar is responsible for Microcell's Personal

Communication Service (PCS) Network Deployment

Program in Western Canada. He can be reached at

peter.kozbar@microcell.ca. Microcell Connexions is 

a wireless access provider, building a PCS network

based on the global system for mobile communica-

tions (GSM) protocol. n

A new national

wireless network

will deliver

Internet, data,

voice and 

multimedia 

services to 

29 million

Canadians
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C I T Y OF RICHMOND SETS PA C E
FOR E-GOVERNMENT SERV I C E S

I
f you’re looking for examples of best practices in 

e-government, the City of Richmond, BC, is a good

place to start. Richmond has electronic delivery 

services in place – using three different access tech-

nologies – that cover almost all of the information and

transactions that a citizen could seek from City Hall.

In August, the Union of British Columbia Municipalities

voted Richmond’s Web site as the best among provin-

cial municipalities. The public too gives the site enthu-

siastic reviews.

“ We get a lot of e-mails and phone calls saying 

the site is fantastic,” says John Lindberg, Richmond’s

director of information technology.

“Part of it is the layout, the ease of moving around.

Also, we have combined e-commerce and information

services in one package. You

can find minutes and agen-

das for Council and its com-

mittees, see the structure of

the City, and at the same

place pay your parking tickets, get garbage tags and

look up your tax information.”

R i c h m o n d ’s Web site is both attractive and extensive.

The design is colourful, clear and simple, with standard

elements common to every page. Within the Contacts

section, the Corporate Service Directory has contact

information for more than 500 City services. 

On the home page, a viewer can click on a box

labelled “Choose Profile,” select from several categories

such as “business person” or “home owner,” and call

up a page that points out documents and services of

particular interest to that type of viewer.

“We want people to have a virtual city hall in their

homes, so they don’t have to get in their cars to come

to City Hall to do business,” Lindberg says.

R i c h m o n d ’s innovations are not confined to its

Web site. The City was the first municipality in North

America to offer e-commerce services with three types

of access: the Web, the telephone through interactive

voice response, and kiosks.

Integration of these three technologies began in 1998.

Today the City has 15 different applications, ranging

from property-tax payments through Parks and Recreation

program registrations to ordering recycling containers,

which are accessible by one or more of the three tech-

nologies. Several services are offered through all three.

Some applications have a double benefit: they save

time for users and provide revenue for the City. An exam-

p l e is the Tax Certificate Faxback service for lawyers.

Rather than come to City Hall and search through paper

tax files to conduct a property conveyance or a search,

a lawyer can set up a bank account and an Internet

account with the City. Whenever the lawyer needs a tax

certificate, he or she sends in the request electronically

and receives the certificate by fax. A transaction fee is

automatically deducted from the lawyer’s bank account.

The transaction applications were developed by

Strategic Resources Inc. (SRI), a subsidiary of TELUS.

SRI President David Leung declares that Richmond is

the number-one municipality in North America in pro-

viding electronic service

delivery. That’s based on the

breadth of its applications,

the integration of service-

delivery technologies and its

position as one of the earliest providers of e-govern-

ment services.

“ R i c h m o n d ’s e-government project started as far back

as 1994,” Leung says. “The Internet was not even viable

then. They started with touch-tone phone services, 

and added the Internet and kiosks as soon as those

technologies became practical.”

L i n d b e rg says several consulting organizations were

involved in development of the services and design 

of the Web site, but the City has not had to devote an

extraordinary amount of resources to its e-government

projects. The IT department has two staff members

who keep the Web site and services updated. Each

City department also has one staffer charged with 

e-government maintenance.

Otherwise, City staff simply incorporate e-government

tasks into their routines. The secretary who records

Council minutes, for example, automatically posts

them to the Web site the morning after the meeting.

It has all been made possible by a commitment to

technology on the part of Council and senior manage-

ment, Lindberg says.

“ Technology is built into the City’s vision. It is 

seen as part of what makes Richmond a livable and

well-managed city.” n

w w w. c i t y. r i c h m o n d . o n . c a
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By Lawrence Moule

Co-editor, Municipal Interface

T
he new world of e-government came into clear focus

at the MISA BC annual fall conference in September.

I t ’s a world in which changes – some welcome, some

unsettling – are happening so rapidly and pervasively that

they appear to be barely manageable.

While the impact of e-government on municipalities

may be uncertain, there was no uncertainty about the

success of the conference, held in Victoria on September

27-29. It was the largest ever, drawing about 150

municipal information systems managers and 44 vendors.

The conference revealed MISA BC to be a vigorous,

growing organization with a respected voice.

The conference theme was “Building e-Government,”

and indeed there was building done during the three

days, with strong ties being forged not only among

members, but between MISA BC and the provincial

government.

One of the main issues that emerged is that the

technologies of e-government, even before they are

fully developed, are profoundly affecting the structure

of all governments, including municipalities. It is even

possible that information technology could render some

government functions – and bodies – invisible to the

public. This raises the question: If they are invisible,

do they need to exist?

The issue was raised most clearly by Stuart

Culbertson, CIO of British Columbia, in discussing

what he called a “sobering” trend in electronic-

government service delivery.

“What we are seeing more and more is that the

public doesn’t really care how we are organized, and

what ministry delivers what service,” Culbertson said.

“In fact, they don’t really care what level of government

does it. They just want to get right to the service, and

be hot-linked to the information or the application form.

“And I’m suggesting that this is going to fundamentally

change the way that governments think about how

they are structured and organized to deliver services.

It’s going to shatter a lot of silos on the way.”

The BC government’s electronic delivery strategy,

under the banner of InfoSmart, calls for the establishment

of a service-delivery portal on the Web organized by

type of service, not by  ministry. Culbertson said he

will be urging his counterparts in other jurisdictions,

through the Public Sector CIO Council of Canada, to

undertake pilot projects organized in similar fashion

across all three levels of government.

MISA BC President Per Kristensen commented later:

“This is not a technology issue. It’s an organization issue.

We are moving away from having people come to the

front counter. And if you look at the three levels of

government 20 years down the road, we may have

MISA BC CONFERENCE BRINGS
E-COMMERCE ISSUES TO THE FORE
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At far left, Rick Pratt

of the District of

North Vancouver (left)

receives his Spirit of

M I S A trophy from

M I S A BC President 

Per Kristensen. 

Left, BC CIO Stuart

Culbertson addresses

conference delegates.

Below left, Brenda

Hazlewood of

H a l d i m a n d - N o r f o l k

brings greetings from

MISA Ontario.

Above, Doug Rasmussen of Kelowna

lines up a putt during the pre-confer -

ence golf tournament with help from

Claude Cipelletti of the Capital

Region District, Per Kristensen, Don

Grant of Nanaimo and Rick Pratt.

Left, Doug Rasmussen is again the

centre of attention, this time at the

TELUS booth at the trade show.

From left, Larry Morgan of TEUS,

Doug, Tony Roberts of TELUS, Gord

McElravy and David Newman of

Autodesk Canada, and Sasha Niko-

dijevic of Automated Design Systems.
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Above, Cindy Tu r n e r

confers with Mike Chad-

wick of the provincial

Advisory Committee on

Information Management

(foreground) and Byron

Barnard, CIO of the BC

Information, Science

and Technology Agency.

Top right, Laura Steele

of Automated Design

Systems talks with Nan-

aimo’s Cam Scott, left,

and Raymond Reiner.

Centre, delegates listen

to Stuart Culbertson.

Right, Steven Myhill-Jones

of Latitude Geographics

is visited by John

Learmont of Medicine

Hat and Jan Thomas 

of ISM BC. 

Above, conference chair Gerry

Matte of the District of Saanich,

right, lends a portable microphone

to Frank Mahoud of Kamloops at

the annual meeting.

Left, Per Kristensen (right) pre-

sents the Spirit of Partnership

Award to Yvan Savard, left, 

Vance Carlaw and Nancy Pearce

of Steeves and Associates.
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vertical streams providing services rather than geo-

graphically based governments.”

Along with this long-term uncertainty, the confer-
ence heard much from speakers about the short-term
demands that municipal systems managers often face

from councillors and senior managers, who, in the
words of Mark Boyer of Cisco Systems, want to “boil
the ocean” without an understanding of the technological

requirements of e-government.
M I S A BC Vice-President Robin Wishart of Port

Moody remarked, “Sometimes politicians and senior

managers try to make us leap too far down the line.
You can’t go from publishing static Web pages to real-

time, two-way transactions in one step. You have to
break your progress into much more defined pieces.”

Balanced against such problems was an upbeat

mood of collegiality at the conference, with much evi-
dence of growing co-operation among municipalities
and with the province. The last session of the conference

was devoted to a discussion of information-sharing 
initiatives with representatives of several BC ministries
and Crown corporations.

Frank Mahoud of Kamloops said: “I have lots of

optimism coming out of this conference because of

the growing numbers of attendees and MISA members.

I think we’re going to be able to voice the concerns 

of municipalities and be heard in the provincial war

rooms because we have the bulk of municipalities

now as paid members.”

MISA BC membership has doubled, shooting up to

82 municipalities from just 39 two years ago. That’s in

a province with a total of 152 municipalities, most of

them small.

Treasurer Kathy Yung of New Westminster said,

“Eighty per cent of municipalities with populations or

30,000 or more are here at this conference.”

Past-president Rick Pratt of the District of North

Vancouver has led MISA B C ’s membership drive. He

was co-recipient of the Spirit of MISA Award, the asso-

ciation’s highest honour, along with Cindy Turner, a

leader in the association since its formation in 1994.

Steeves and Associates won the Spirit of Partnership

Award for their support of MISA BC as a vendor. n





By David Nelson 

City of Coquitlam, BC

C
itizen expectations are clearly on the rise.

Citizens want government services to be faster,

more integrated and more accessible. The digi-

t a l economy is raising expectations for faster service

standards for routine transactions. While citizens con-

sider a two-week response time acceptable for traditional

m a i l , expectations for voice and e-mail are for a four-

hour turnaround. Citizens want one-stop access, a

choice of delivery channels, after-hours service and,

where needed, a person to provide help.  

One-stop access channels, supported by electronic

service delivery, can help us meet these challenges. As

well, information and communications technologies have

the potential to strengthen our economy and society as

a whole. This leads to better-informed citizens, a more

inclusive government and the promotion of linguistic

and cultural diversity.

Governments are responding to this changing land-

scape. In last October’s Speech from the Throne, the

federal government committed to giving Canadians

electronic access to all government information and

services by the year 2004. The government affirmed

this commitment in the federal budget by allocating

$160 million to the Connecting Canadians program.

One of the pillars of the Connecting Canadians

program is the Smart Communities project. Smart

Communities apply leading-edge information and

communications technologies to deliver wide-ranging

community services to citizens and customers, usually

through a unified Web presence. Sixty million dollars

has been approved by Industry Canada to assist in

building 12 showcase Smart Communities, one in each

province and the territories as well as a native community.

In British Columbia, the Smart Community of

Coquitlam and Port Moody has been selected as the

recipient of the Industry Canada development grant.

Project sponsors include the cities of Coquitlam and

Port Moody, Douglas College, School District 43 and,

of course, Industry Canada. Several other contributors

are also involved and include community agencies

focused on the arts, recreation, cultural, business devel-

o p m e n t, social and protective services. Significant 

private-sector contributions come from Class Software

Solutions, IBM, TELUS, Sierra Systems, Shaw Cable

and Oracle.

The business plan, called Smart Choices, includes

a number of innovative projects to promote economic,

social and cultural development through the transforma-

t i v e use of information and communications technologies. 

The Smart Choices proposal is made up of five

components: the Community Portal, Learning

Linkages, Safety Net, Business Choices and e-Z

Community Services.

The Community Portal is a single window to infor-

mation and community services organized by citizen

needs. This is not a departmental, but a customer- c e n t r i c

model of service delivery. It will provide convenient,

accessible and multilingual access from home, work 

or public sites including schools, community centers,

libraries and city halls. The portal will be the central

access point for all other Smart Choices components,

with access to more than 200 organizations offering

community services and news.

Learning Linkages will foster a continuous learning

environment by providing access to learning opportuni-

ties for the community at large. This includes intercon-

necting school and library Web and reference sites, the

opportunity for high school students to coach community

members in technology literacy and Web skills, and the

presentation of curriculum content, school counselors

and education services online.

Safety Net is designed to make the region safer to

live in. It will provide enhanced information on com-

munity-based safety. It will give residents and businesses

access to community-policing offices, health and support

services. In addition, links to emergency preparedness,

counseling services, prevention programs and an elec-

tronic police front-counter are planned. 

BC CITIES TO TRANSFORM SERVICES 
WITH SMART COMMUNITY GRANT
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Business Choices will assist the community in eco-

nomic development, matching employment opportunities

to available skills in the community. It will also assist

community-based enterprises in the learning and use

of information and communications technologies that

can enhance their organization and provide for new

markets. A Smart Business and Community Centre 

will be established to provide an environment to work

t o g e t h e r, share skills, ideas, business training and

resources for business organizations. A Community Job

Line will encourage local employment by posting job

opportunities in the community. An online community

resume system will enable potential employers to

search for eligible skills in the community.

A Community Assets Management database will

give potential investors access to information necessary

to make investment decisions. Site and facility infor-

mation will be provided along with a directory of existing

businesses, land, buildings, community assets, utilities

and demographics.

e-Z Community Services provides access to gov-

ernment and community registration services. e-Z

Registration includes interactive registration for a variety

of services (public, private and volunteer org a n i z a t i o n s ) ,

including recreational services (leisure and parks, cul-

tural centres, fine arts), facilities booking, theatre and

volunteer management services, and course registration

services. e-Z Civic Services provides access to municipal

services such as permitting, licensing, ticketing, tax

and utility bills. e-Permits will provide for online filing

of plans and booking of inspections. Online polling and

community surveys along with a request-for- s e r v i c e

centre will provide a community feedback mechanism.  

The emphasis is on creating a singular view of a

community member and the provision of online, inter-

active municipal services and electronic commerc e

options. Community members will be able to pay for

all services online. Over time, the Smart Community

will acquire information on customer payment and

channel delivery trends. 

One of the founding principles for Smart Choices 

is to provide multiple assess channels to community

information and services. This means not only the

Web, but also IVR, kiosk, community centres, remote

field service and counter service. While Internet access

penetration is running close to 60 per cent in the area,

not all community members prefer this channel. The

increasingly multi-cultural nature of our community

means we also need to build multi-language capability

into appropriate service offerings.

Another significant challenge will be to develop a

consistent community look and feel for these services.

The Community is faced with an array of different

back-end applications running in the sponsor organi-

zations. Most of these applications will continue to be

used in the various organizations. The key will be to

build a middleware layer that will clear transactions to

the back-end applications in a transparent way.

Community customers don’t care which city or

o rganization offers swimming lessons for their tots:

“Let’s see, there are five

tot swimming course

options in the community,

three of which are within

five kilometers, one with a time slot that meets my

schedule, so I’ll register for this one and use my credit

card now, thank you.”

The Smart Choices Society is working with a project

manager to organize the project and validate the service

proposals with community stakeholders. Project teams

have been formed for each of the five major projects,

including committees to define technology standards,

communication channels, social and community affairs,

and financial issues. The immediate task is to refine

the project deliverables and scope, set participation

expectations, and work with contributors to define

internal costs and vendor contribution agreements. The

Smart Choices Society expects to have approval from

Industry Canada to launch the development effort

starting early in 2001.

In the lower mainland of BC where urban develop-

ment is contiguous, municipal boundaries are org a-

nized around historical and political precedent, not

around providing unified community services. Smart

Choices will change the way we do business and 

build our communities. It will also serve as a model

for other communities moving toward the information

economy.

For more information on the Smart Choices project,

contact David Nelson, supervisor, A p p l i c a t i o n

Services, at dnelson@city.coquitlam.bc.ca n

Customers don’t care which city offers swimming lessons
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By Barbara McGinn 

Principal, Information Management Solutions

Here in British Columbia, things are hopping as

CivicInfo BC moves forward with its plans to build 

on the success of the Web portal it launched this last

M a y. CivicInfo BC is the winner of the 2000 BC Public

Sector Transformation Information Technology Aw a r d ,

and delegates at the recent MISA BC Fall 2000

Conference had the opportunity to hear more about

the plans for Phase 2.

What is CivicInfo BC?

CivicInfo BC is a non-profit organization made up of a

partnership between all the major organizations in the

BC local government field:

• BC Assessment

• Local Government Institute, University of Victoria

• Local Government Management Association of BC

(formerly Municipal Officers’ Association of BC)

• Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Government of BC

• Municipal Finance Authority of BC

• Municipal Insurance Association of BC

• Municipal Information Systems Association of BC, and 

• Union of BC Municipalities.

This unique partnership brings together different

viewpoints, constituencies and, of course, expertise. 

It is the first time that such a successful multi-org a n i-

zational project has been launched in the province.

The partners provided all the capital, in cash and kind,

to pay for the needs assessment, business planning

and requirements, as well as building the Web site

and database. They will continue to provide funding

for the running of CivicInfo BC until the end of 2001.

Phase 1 

Planning for CivicInfo BC began more than two years

ago with the basic premise that the Web could be used

to provide a mechanism to facilitate collaboration and

the sharing and dissemination of information. CivicInfo

is perhaps best described as a cross between a knowl-

edge-management initiative and an intranet (although

the Web site is freely available to all). 

It aims to make the documents and data sitting in

filing cabinets, on file servers and on Web sites in

individual municipalities and regional districts easily

accessible to colleagues in other jurisdictions – all

from one Web site, and from a single search interface.

The benefits? Better access to research materials to

support business processes; cost and time savings; and

minimizing the impact of geographical and population

differences on access to information resources.

The Web site (www.civicinfo.bc.ca) is built on an

Oracle 8i database and uses the Oracle interMedia

text module to provide its search capabilities. Search

functionality is enhanced by extensive use of structured

metadata in addition to full-text indexing. This provides

users not only with the capacity to narrow searc h e s,

but also underpins the Yahoo-type subject d i r e c t o r y

that provides an alternative click-path for access to

materials on the site. 

At present there are some 2000 documents available;

in MS Word, html and pdf. Some documents are stored

on the CivicInfo BC server, and some are already avail-

a b l e on the Web from third-party servers. CivicInfo

provides metadata and full-text indexing for both remote

and local documents, so the user can get access to all

the material from one search interface.

While the geographic focus of the content is British

Columbia, it includes relevant material from other

parts of Canada and international sources. A w i d e

variety of resources is available, including contact

information, bylaws, policies and procedures, manuals,

newsletters, reports, journal articles, briefs and back-

grounders, surveys and educational material. A l s o

popular are the daily news updates and (of course)

the job-postings section. A weekly e-mail newsletter

keeps subscribers up to date with what’s hot.

The CivicInfo technical team is making its expertise

available to other organizations and to local govern-

ments by providing Web development and consulting

services. Fees generated by these services help to pay

for the costs of running CivicInfo BC.

A success story

Although still in its first few months of operation, the

site is proving very popular with its users. About 25,000
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documents were downloaded last month, with usage

growing at a rate of 30 per cent a month. (The weekly

e-mail newsletter is becoming a Friday-morning ritual

for many of its nearly 500 subscribers!)

More than half of BC local governments are providing

content to share with their peers in other communities. 

Phase 2

CivicInfo BC is now proposing to add to its online

offerings, moving more fully into the e-government

and e-commerce space. The vision is to use CivicInfo

BC as the organizational vehicle to represent the interests

of local governments in a public/private partnership to

develop and host e-government applications.

Opportunities are being explored in two areas:

• Government to business – offering cost reduction

and increased opportunities for revenue generation

to local governments.

CivicInfo BC will become the major starting point

for distribution of data from local governments and

other data partners by providing access to and

hosting of data-aggregation applications, which

could facilitate online, fee-based government-to-

business transactions. Examples might include

mapping and cadastral data, tax certificates and

property tax information.

• Government to citizen – offering enhanced 

electronic service delivery opportunities.

Access to and hosting of government-to-citizen

“virtual-city-hall-type” applications (including

permits, licences, tax payments, parking tickets,

c o m m o n engineering and service applications),

will be centrally managed and licensed to local

governments.

CivicInfo BC does, however, need additional

investment for this growth. At the time of writing, the

CivicInfo BC Board is considering the responses to a

Request for Expression of Interest (RFEI) for partners in

the building of Phase 2 of the portal. The response to

the RFEI from the private sector was excellent, and

CivicInfo will soon be able to move forward.

For further information, please contact us at

w w w.civicinfo.bc.ca; by e-mail (info@civicinfo.bc.ca 

or bmcginn@manageinformation.com); or by phone

((250) 383-4898). n
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BUILDING ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS:
FLEXIBLE MODEL FOLLOWS SIX STEPS, DECISION BY DECISION

By Daniel Duce

Computer Associates Canada Ltd.

This is Part 2 of an article based on a presentation at

the Annual Meeting of MISA Ontario. Part 1 appeared 

in our September issue.

A
lthough building an enterprise system may seem

like a daunting task, municipalities can build 

a successful solution by following a series of

straightforward steps. As Part I of this article indicated,

these steps conform to what’s called the “house model”

– a flexible model based on the premise that any

building project, be it a computer system or a house,

shares common attributes. By using this model, munic-

ipalities can be more successful in their systems-devel-

opment efforts.

Having completed all the initial steps described in

Part 1 – including tallying your numbers and analyzing

the proposal – it is now time to proceed with your

decision. Do you live with the system you have and

do nothing? Do you decide to renovate? Or, do you

decide to buy or build a new system? (Sometimes

doing nothing is the best decision at this point. Ti m i n g

might be wrong for taking on anything new, as the last

half of 1999 proved.)

L e t ’s assume, however, that you are going to follow

the buy/build option. A d m i t t e d l y, many companies have

chosen to modify existing systems and have been s u c-

cessful: it’s cost effective, minimally disruptive and faster

than implementing new technology. Nevertheless, as with

housing, there are also times when only new will do.

House Building Simplified

Making the decision to buy or build involves the same

considerations. As anyone who watches PBS or the

Home and Garden channel can testify, there are six

main elements in building a house: planning, foundation,

framing (wiring, plumbing), roofing (sheathing, insula-

tion), finishing work and decorating.

In building or evaluating new systems for purchase,

similar steps are also applicable.

Planning

The first step in planning is to review the six keys to

ensure that the business objectives of the project are

well understood by everyone.

At this point it’s important to plan beyond the scope

of the project. Try to look into the future and anticipate

what other changes or system needs will be coming

along. To adapt Heisenberg ’s Uncertainty Principle 

for business – the very fact that you are implementing

a new system for your organization will cause that 

organization to change.

The next step is to find a good project manager.

The project manager is your equivalent of a general

contractor for building a house. This person doesn’t

actually do any of the coding, cabling or other technical

work, but rather, he or she oversees all the require-

ments, co-ordinating the different elements and ensuring

a successful project.

In conjunction with the project manager, you will

assemble the project team now. This team may include

internal staff, vendors, service providers and other

strategic partners. While it may never meet as a group,

the team will function, at least theoretically, for the life

of the implementation, so it’s important to get the

commitment of each member, as well as anyone else

who will be instrumental in the project’s success. 

At the end of this phase, your main output is the

project plan – your roadmap indicating how you want

the project to evolve. Bearing in mind that there will

always be unexpected surprises, it’s wise to create a

plan that allows for flexibility and rescheduling.

Foundation

Just as a strong foundation is essential in building a

house, so too does your enterprise system require a

solid underpinning, which is based on the people, 

systems and processes within your organization.

Anyone who has been around IT projects for any

length of time knows that nothing can de-rail a project

faster than dissatisfied staff. That’s why it is crucial that

team members understand not only the project, but

their role in it. Team members will need training for

any new skills required on the project. They will also

need to be kept in the loop when deadlines and plans

change suddenly. And their feedback should be sought

throughout the project, as they will be the first ones

who will know when problems are arising.

In addition, the project manager must make sure that

any existing applications and technology are stabilized

and thoroughly understood, before the new project

adds any layers of complexity to the environment.
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How are the existing systems managed? What are the

d i s a s t e r-recovery policies? Will these policies suffice

for the new system? What new processes will integrate

with the existing systems?

Processes are the final cornerstone of the foundation.

Wo r k f l o w, both electronic and human, needs to be

mapped and added to the design. When these elements

are stabilized and in place, it is time to move to the

next phase.

Framing

Just as framing creates the shell of a house and plumbing

and wiring provide the interior infrastructure to make it

function, so too does an enterprise system rely on a

similar infrastructure to be effective.

Your network is the communication backbone for

your enterprise system. It connects

the different servers and systems

together and permits clients to

gain access to the enterprise sys-

tem from remote locations. Servers

will host the applications and data

that define the solution. Depending

on the project, there may be other

key pieces of infrastructure involved as well.

Messaging systems are integrated with many appli-

cations today. E-mail, fax and paging are used to pass

information internally and externally. Computer 

telephony integration adds another level of power 

and complexity to a solution by permitting automation

of call handling and data merging to improve 

customer service.

It is essential to realize is that any of these inde-

pendent systems has the ability to cripple an otherwise

successful enterprise solution. It’s a classic case of the

weakest link in a chain affecting the whole. Again, it is

important to make sure that the existing infrastructure

is working well before you build anything on top of it.

Roofing

Sheathing, roofing and insulation provide security to

your house, keeping unwanted elements out and

warmth in. In your enterprise system design, you will

need to make sure that security is just as well planned.

Security must be considered at many levels – oper-

ating systems, networks, applications, databases and

other areas are sources of potential security risk. The

security discipline is usually broken into three elements:

access control, authentication and auditing.

Access control deals with blocking unwanted indi-

viduals and malicious code from gaining access to

your system. This could be physical security achieved

by locking servers in a data centre. It could also be

electronic security, such as that provided by Internet

firewalls, gateways and virus filters. Lately, access 

control has taken on an expanded meaning, and now

access is being monitored and limited by restricting

where staff can go outside of your own environment.

This may be something that you also need to consider

when implementing your system.

Authentication ensures that the people who gain

access to your system are who they say they are.

There are many tools available for user authentication,

ranging from a basic ID and password to sophisticated

biometric methods and digital signatures. The level

you choose to employ can add significant comp l e x i t y

and expense to your project, so make sure that the

solution you choose is suited to the level of risk that

you are facing.

Auditing provides an after-the-fact

check of how well your security

is working, as well as a picture of

how the whole system is being

used. An audit trail can go far

beyond just the security aspect of

a system. It can also be a valu-

able tool in the iterative cycle of

design, implement, evaluate, re-design. Audit process-

es should be mapped out just as strictly as all the oth-

ers, because otherwise they may not be carried out

properly, if at all.

Finishing

Once the house is built, roofed and wired, it may be

habitable but not really livable. Who would want to

live in a house without doors, lights or finished floors?

System development is a similar process. The

application layer is what brings your enterprise system

to life. The implementation of the human workflow

and electronic logic processes is the point at which

the data becomes information and can be used to

meet the objectives that were originally mapped out 

in the business plan.

Often, when people think about system development,

they immediately jump to the consideration of the

applications. As we’ve seen so far, this really should

occur much later in the planning process.

The application really is just one piece of your

enterprise system. What makes things challenging is that

vendors and developers often consider the applications

an entity quite independent from the rest of your envi-

ronment. Sometimes they are reluctant to claim

responsibility for problems in the application, claiming

that the problems are caused by other elements in

your infrastructure.

Any independent system

can cripple an 

enterprise solution
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Remember, you are not just building an application

– you are building an enterprise system. That is why

you sought out commitment from all the project players.

All problems are system problems, no matter where

they originate.

Decorating

If you have ever been through the painful process of

moving into a new house, then you know that decorating

never truly ends. Just as with an application life cycle,

decorating is an iterative process.  

In addition, if you have browsed the Web over an

extended period, you have probably also noticed that

the sites you visit often are constantly updated, some-

times for the better and sometimes not.

In systems development terms, decorating means

interface design. It takes into account the presence that

your system has when experienced by your clients.

When everything is taken into account, it will deter-

mine whether the experience that your customers had

was positive or negative. Remember – a technically

wonderful, high-performing system can still be under-

mined by a poorly thought-out interface.

Here are some things to remember while decorating

your system:

How will your clients gain access to the system? If

it is through a high-speed network, then you can use

more graphics and multi-media, as long as it enhances

the experience. If most of your clients will be dialing

into an ISP for access to the system across the Internet,

then it’s wise to restrict your use of bandwidth hogging

and flashy effects, or offer different screens for different

types of users.

How technically literate are your clients? Do you

need to have lots of help available for them? Do they

know how to use online forms and frames, or will

your system confuse them?

How often will the same person need to access your

system, and how dynamic is the information the system

provides? For environments with lots of change, you

will want to provide shortcuts to the newest information.

For systems that are used infrequently by any one indi-

vidual, it is a good idea to try to keep the interface as

static as possible.

One item that earns universal dislike is a Web page

requiring you to download and install a special plug-in

to gain the full effect of the site. This should be avoided

if possible.

The real challenge at this stage is avoiding the

“wow factor.” There are all kinds of multi-media gizmos

and special effects that can be added to an interface.

Sometimes it’s the marketing people and sometimes it’s

the techies who will want to try out the newest thing

available. Resist the temptation, unless it truly adds

value to your system.

Lessons Learned

The first time you build or renovate your home, you

learn a lot of lessons the hard way. No matter what the

builder promises, things always tend to go a little dif-

ferently than expected. When implementing enterprise

systems, the same thing is true. Here are a few well-

earned lessons.

Try to find someone who is technology neutral when

you are looking at different solutions. (For example, if

I’m not sure whether to use traditional lumber for the

framing or the new metal studs in building my house,

you can bet that the guy at the lumber yard will give

me every reason for not using the metal studs. Whereas,

at a home-building centre selling both products, I’m

more likely to get an impartial explanation of the 

merits of each.)

When you begin the project, your existing infra-

structure must be stabilized first. Any systems and

processes that your new system will interface with,

whether electronic or human, need to be understood

and reliable. 

Keep senior management informed throughout the

planning and implementation, and consider the feelings

of your project champion. Because this person can

support you if things go wrong, make sure that he or

she has the right information to be effective.

Choose partners wisely. Just as general contractors

can’t build houses themselves, you will probably need

to work with partners in building your new system.

Check their track record with other clients if possible.

Find out how well they support their clients after a

project is implemented.

Every project is different, but any project – whether

it is building a house, planting a garden or developing

an enterprise system – can be successfully completed

if you remember to include common sense and practi-

cality as the measuring sticks for your plans. Don’t let

yourself get caught up in the false hope of instant solu-

tions promised by marketing organizations. Do your

homework and keep communicating. 

Good luck!

Daniel Duce is a Halifax-based technical director for

Computer Associates Canada Ltd., a member of MISA.

He can be reached at daniel.duce@cai,com n
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By Commissioner Ann Cavoukian, Ph.D.

and Mike Gurski, Senior Policy/Technology Advisor

Ontario Information and Privacy Commission

T
hese days, it has become common knowledge that

any asset, process or service that can be digitized 

is going to be delivered over the Internet. For infor-

mation systems managers, this is fundamentally good

news, if only at the job security level. For private citizens

who end up having personal information posted to the

Internet, the picture is not so rosy. 

Take the case of the City of Hamilton, Ontario It

was recently reported that, in the name of good cus-

tomer service and an innate desire to use available tech-

n o l o g y, the City placed the names, addresses and tax

assessment of every Hamilton homeowner on the Web. 

Much to Hamilton’s credit, after a spate of e-mails

from irate citizens, the acting director of information

technology services removed the names of the property

owners from the posted data. No sooner had the City

revised its position than the data miners, such as the

local real estate board, complained that the City had

unilaterally made formerly public information private.

Some said that the higher costs for accessing the tax

assessment roles will be passed on to their clients.

It goes without saying that municipalities need to

rethink the impact of digitizing what, in analog form, is 

a public record but not easily accessible. The ability to

analyze, manipulate and mine a database or link it to

other databases is a strong business driver, not only for

municipalities but for private sector interests that can

profit from analyzing and profiling those databases, such

as the real estate board. 

Nevertheless, what happens to the privacy expecta-

tions of the private citizen, whose personal information

is often at the nub of this migration to a digital world?

Security Does Not Equal Privacy

To answer this question, information system managers

are at a distinct disadvantage. The privacy vocabulary

and its terrain are often terra incognita – or worse,

wrongfully equated with security. Security, with its atten-

dant arms of data integrity, authentication, confidentiality

and non-repudiation, is a necessary requisite for privacy.

Weak or inadequate security on an information technology

platform or a simple database can quickly compromise

p r i v a c y. Examples of this abound on the Internet, where

hundreds of thousands of credit card files with personal

information fall into the hands of hackers or the just 

curious with a depressing regularity. 

While security is under the control of the information

systems manager or somewhere up the org a n i z a t i o n a l

h i e r a rc h y, the ultimate control over privacy should be

in the hands of each individual. 

Privacy Defined

Privacy is person-centric. Security is org a n i z a t i o n - c e n t r i c .

In security architecture, it is a question of who in the

o rganization has or can authorize access. So how is 

privacy defined? In the context of personal information,

privacy can best be defined as follows:

“Personal control over the collection, use and 

disclosure of any recorded information about an 

identifiable individual.”

An organization is responsible for safeguarding per-

sonal information in its custody or control. When faced

with what to do with personal information on the job,

question what personal information needs to be collected.

Too often, the ease of collection and the capacity of

technology to store and manipulate ever- i n c r e a s i n g

amounts of data silence the necessary up-front analysis

regarding what personal information an org a n i z a t i o n

needs from its citizens to conduct business. 

Just as important as restricting collection is the idea of

active containment. This concept covers the notions of

use and disclosure of personal information. The recent

Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) collection

of files, or “Big Brother Database” as the media portrayed

it, serves as a case study in managing privacy. It illus-

trates the public backlash that can occur if the up-front

analysis remains unfinished, in terms of both restricted

and indirect collection of personal information, and the

use and disclosure of personal information. 

One could argue, as HRDC did, that all the infor-

mation was necessary for policy analysis, and that the

information was legitimately collected under the auspices

of other programs, some not even federal. All this is

true. HRDC did not break any privacy protection legis-

lation at the federal, provincial or municipal levels,

according to HRDC. However, there are dissenting

opinions that cite lack of consumer consent, indirect

collection and unauthorized use as violations. 
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Whatever the legal status, it is clear that the public’s

expectations of privacy are higher than HRDC’s priva-

cy protective information management practices. The

p u b l i c ’s concerns regarding privacy and its expectations

continue to climb, as recent surveys indicate.

From an information system manager’s perspective,

the challenge in an HRDC-like scenario is to continue

to provide the necessary information, while at the

same time dismantling the collection files or databases

that the organization relied on. 

Like the City of Hamilton, HRDC had as its goal

better customer service. To provide good customer ser-

vice, in 1998 Victoria and Richmond, BC, published

their tax rolls on the Internet in compliance with Section

361 of the BC Municipal Act. By moving from micro-

fiche to digital information, however, the municipalities

ran afoul of the BC Privacy Commissioner. His report

made a number of recommendations, including that

members of the public must be restricted to searching

for properties by civic address only. Setting restrictions

on search keys has had far-reaching implications for

municipal services in BC. 

Tools for Managing Privacy

It becomes apparent that designing and implementing

privacy-protective information technology is a complex

task. Apart from understanding applicable privacy leg-

islation and public expectations of privacy, the infor-

mation system manager has other demands. He or she

needs to assess the technology – whether purc h a s e d ,

developed or used – for its privacy-enhancing charac-

teristics as well as its privacy-invasive characteristics. 

Technology is not neutral when it comes to protecting

p r i v a c y. Technology needs to be designed using privacy

and technology design principles at hand. As well, pri-

vacy-impact assessments need to be used prior, during

and subsequent to deployment of a technology project. 

Armed with a basic definition of privacy, information

systems managers next need to ask the right questions.

These questions stem from the Fair Information Practices,

developed by the OECD. These practices set the inter-

national standard for data protection and form the

underlying basis for current federal and upcoming

provincial private-sector legislation in Canada, as well

as being the foundation of the European Union’s data-

protection standards and legislation.

The four key questions to ask are:

Why are you asking for this personal information?

• Specify the purpose for collection and limit the

information collected.

How will the personal information be used?

• Define the primary use of the information and

place limitations on uses.

Who will be able to use the information?

• Within the organization, third parties and the indi-

v i d u a l who provided the personal information.

Who is accountable?

• For accuracy, security, access by individuals, inde-

pendent enforcement, and an open and transparent

set of practices.

These questions, in company with the underlying

Fair Information Practices, form the backbone of two

of the most important tools for addressing privacy: 

privacy/technology design principles and privacy

impact assessments.

These tools have many benefits. For a start, as they

already exist, there is no need to re-invent them. A s

well, each has been used in a number of settings and

found to work for technology projects, whether in the

birth throes or as mature, fully implemented systems.

An example of a set of privacy/technology design

principles is the set developed by the Ontario Information

Privacy Commission and the US Justice Department,

available through the commission’s Web site,

www.ipc.on.ca.

A privacy impact assessment provides a framework

for addressing the privacy implications at both a policy

and technology level. The Ontario government is in the

process of doing more than 20 privacy impact assess-

ments. An assessment generally has three components:

• A map of the information or data flows associated

with a given business activity;

• A privacy analysis of the data flow that examines

whether fair information practices are being adhered

to and reviews technical compliance with relevant

statutory requirements; and 

• An analysis of privacy issues raised by the proposal,

including a risk assessment and a discussion of the

options available for mitigating any risks that have

been identified. 

There are other resources available to the municipal

information-systems manager. Most likely, there is

already a privacy expert on staff, your municipality’s

Freedom of Information and Privacy Co-ordinator. A s

well, most provinces have a Freedom of Information

and Protection of Privacy Commission that has oversight

responsibility for privacy legislation covering the

municipal sector and can offer guidance and advice 

to municipalities.

Privacy is an issue that information systems managers

will be called upon to manage and be accountable for,

along with the more traditional aspects of their respon-

sibilities. Using the tools and resources mentioned in this

article can help assure success in managing privacy. n
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E d i t o r s ’ Note: The municipalities of Brampton, Mississauga

and Peel and the City of London received Awards of

Merit at the Showcase Ontario event held in Toronto in

S e p t e m b e r. The following article describes the initiative

of Brampton, Mississauga and Peel; that of the City of

London will be the subject of a future article.

By Roy Wiseman, Director, Information Technology

Services, Region of Peel

John Wright, Chief Information Officer, City of Brampton

Deborah Barrett, Director, Information Technology,

City of Mississauga

T
he City of Brampton, City of Mississauga and the

Region of Peel stand at the leading edge of modern

technology with the largest municipally owned

fibre optic network in North America.

The Public Sector Network (PSN) consists of more

than 200 kilometers of primarily 96-strand fibre, or

approximately 14,000 strand-kilometers. Laid end to

end, this is more than enough fibre to reach from St.

J o h n ’s, Newfoundland, to Victoria, British Columbia,

and back again.

A joint effort of the partner organizations over several

years, the fibre optic network provides high-speed,

high-capacity telecommunications for more than 125

municipal facilities and services.

Savings from PSN are estimated at more than $2

million annually for the partners. Savings will be even

greater in the future as telecommunications is increasingly

relied upon to improve delivery of municipal services.

PSN, which recently won a silver medal at the

national Technology in Government Distinction awards

as well as a Showcase Ontario Award of Excellence, was

conceived more than five years ago. In addition to

meeting the needs of the partners, the network was

built with excess capacity that could be made available

to all public sector agencies in Peel Region. 

The PSN partners are now making their initial vision

a reality by negotiating access agreements with the

William Osler Health Centre, Trillium Health Centre,

Credit Valley Hospital Corporation, Community Care

Access Centre of Peel, the Peel District School Board,

the Dufferin-Peel District Catholic School Board and

Sheridan College.

Up to 200 additional facilities of these potential

PSN subscribers can be added to PSN, in some cases

at minimal additional cost and with substantial benefits

to local residents. Just one of these benefits will be the

ability to move X-rays, MRI results and other digital

information between the hospitals.

By offering affordable, high-speed telecommunica-

tions access to other Peel public sector agencies, at a

fraction of the cost of other equivalent services, they

will be able to share in the benefits provided by PSN.

The net result is that taxpayers pay only once but benefit

repeatedly from the partners’ initial investment.

PSN is a co-ordinated rather than a co-operative

network. There is no PSN Inc. Each partner retains

ownership of what it builds, but each builds in accor-

dance with the network design so that the individually

owned pieces fit together seamlessly.

The business case for PSN was based primarily on

avoidance of existing and expected future costs for

leased telecommunications services. The 1995 business

case provided for recovery of the capital investment

over six to eight years, based on then available (1996)

levels of service. For the most part, this assumed T1

(1.5 megabits/second) connection to major facilities. 

The partners have since estimated that the minimum

capacity required for today's business needs would be

two to three times that used for the 1996 business case.

This means that the recovery period for the capital

investment, based on today's business needs, is only

two to three years.

The real business value of PSN is that it enables the

partners to provide enhanced services to their residents

and taxpayers. By running at speeds 100 to 800 

times as fast as that used for the base business case,

telecommunications capacity has moved from being 

a constraint on the provision of municipal services to

being a business enabler and strategic advantage. 

The partners would not have built PSN to provide

remote security and video monitoring of arenas, but

with PSN in place these and hundreds of other appli-

cations, requiring high-bandwidth telecommunications

capacity, can be implemented with relative ease and

minimal cost. n

FIBRE NETWORK SAVES MILLIONS
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S U R R E Y WINS ESRI CANADA AWA R D

E
SRI Canada has presented the

City of Surrey, BC, with an

Award of Excellence for its

leadership role and innovative use 

of geographic information systems

(GIS) technology.

The presentation took place

Oct. 4, during the fourth annual

ESRI Regional User Conference,

Vancouver Region. More than 

100 GIS professionals attended 

the conference, ESRI said in a 

news release.

"The Award of Excellence is going

to a very deserving org a n i z a t i o n

that is making tremendous contri-

butions to GIS in municipal govern-

ment operations," said Alex Miller,

president of ESRI Canada Limited.

“The high standards and thorough-

ness of GIS implementation at the

City of Surrey, combined with their

ambition and drive to be at the

forefront in the GIS industry, sets

them apart from their peers.”

In addition to working at the

forefront of GIS technology by 

participating in beta programs and

early implementations, the City 

has pushed GIS out to casual users

in applications that have earned 

international recognition.

OTTAWA AND PROVINCES
AID MUNICIPAL PROJECTS

T
he federal government has

recently signed infrastructure

partnership agreements with

several provinces that will assist

with telecommunications as well 

as traditional infrastructure projects.

The first priority for Infrastructure

Canada investment is in green

municipal infrastructure. This means

new sewer systems, clean water

systems and environmental systems.

But telecommunication infrastruc-

ture is also seen as economically

important.

Secondary priorities for the

Infrastructure Canada-British

Columbia program include

telecommunications and high-

speed Internet access for local 

public institutions.

The significance of combining

telecommunications with sewers is

that the most logical time to deploy

open access conduit or open access

dark fibre is when the streets are

going to be dug up in any event 

to install new sewers and/or water

systems.

The vast majority of projects

supported through this agreement

will be suggested by the municipal-

ities themselves.

Amounts pledged in Infrastructure

Canada agreements so far include:

Alberta, $513 million; British

Columbia, $800 million; Manitoba,

$180 million; Newfoundland, $153

million, Nova Scotia, $195 million;

Prince Edward Island, $38 million

and Sasktatchewan, $170 million.

More information is available 

at www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/ino-

bni/main/main_e.asp. 

Source: CANARIE

T
he province of Alberta has

announced that it will build 

a condominium fibre network

throughout the province. This will

open up telecom competition to 420

communities in Alberta and provide

for low-cost 10- and 100-Mbps

Internet service to all public-sector

institutions. 

The communities will then be

able to extend broadband Internet

to individual homes and business

through a competitive service

provider of their choice. 

The province has awarded a

$193-million contract to build the

network to a consortium led by 

Bell Intrigna, Cisco, Nortel and

other companies.

Minister of Innovation and

Science Lorne Taylor announced

N o v. 2 that Alberta SUPERNET will

be a high-speed broadband network

to every hospital, school, library

and government facility in the

province within three years.

"We believe we will be the first

jurisdiction in North America – if not

the world – to build this extensive

and modern network," Taylor said.

"Almost every Albertan – wherever

they live – will be affected positively

by this initiative in a multitude of

ways, as it revolves on equal access

for equal cost to the highest quality

high-speed broadband access to 

the Internet."

More information is available at

w w w. i n n o v a t i o n . g o v. a b . c a / s u p e r n e t .

Source: CANARIE Inc.

420 COMMUNITIES

ACROSS ALBERTA

TO GAIN SPEEDY

INTERNET SERVICE



N
otwithstanding the occasional flare-up (like
hackers breaking into the Microsoft's internal
network and stealing some of its source code), 

the past couple of months have been remarkably quiet
in the security arena.

There have been reports of minor virus outbreaks,
but most federal, provincial and municipal org a n i z a t i o n s
now seem to have adequate virus protection in place. 

With this relative quiet, questions have arisen con-
cerning policies and tools, including:
• Do we block access to "free-mail" services? If so, how? 

Answer: Many do, usually by blocking access to the
most common free-mail sites. A number of Web sites
provide lists of free-mail service providers. Since free-mail
access generally bypasses your network scan of incoming
mail messages, it creates a security risk. The Region of
Peel does not block free-mail access.
• Do we allow modems on computers attached to 

our network? 

Answer: Almost everyone still allows modems,

although many are following the lead announced at

Showcase Ontario by Kirk Corkery, corporate chief of

IServ Ontario, to "search and eliminate" these devices.

Desktop modems bypass corporate firewalls and asso-

ciated restrictions (such as blocking access to free-mail).

Left unattended and configured to answer incoming

calls, they also provide a way for an outside user to gain
access to an otherwise secure network. The Region of

Peel requires IT management approval of new modems

and is reviewing existing modems to determine if there

is still a clear business requirement.

• Do we allow audio streaming? If so, do we block

access to local radio stations? 

Answer: Almost everyone still allows audio stream-

ing. One organization reported that clients listening to

radio stations over the Internet for extended periods of

time affected its network capacity. Unfortunately, a

general restriction on audio streaming may mean that

the connection will continue using the less efficient

H T T P protocol, exacerbating the problem. Blocking

access to specific Web sites may also be ineffective, if

clients simply find other sites. The Region of Peel does

not block audio streaming and has not experienced

this problem. 

• Are we using intrusion detection software (IDS)? 

If so, which product?

Answer: At least half of the organizations with

which I correspond have some IDS capability. Half 

of these manually scan the generated logs, looking for

unusual activity. A few have purchased associated

reporting tools or developed their own reports. No 

one product dominates in this category, although three

organizations (including the Region of Peel) use the

Raptor firewall product, which includes built-in IDS

capability.

• Do we require or recommend personal firewalls on

home or small office computers connected to the

corporate network through a cable modem service

(such as @home)?

Answer: Most participants recommend, but do not

require, use of a personal firewall for cable modem

attached computers, although they recognize that cable

modem connections provide a significant security risk,

one of which users may not be aware. Personal firewall

products include Black Ice, McAfee Personal Firewall,

Norton Personal Firewall, and Zone Alarm. n
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Regular membership is available to municipalities in Canada.

Affiliate membership is available to any federal, provincial or 

municipal government, boards, agencies or commissions and to

municipal professional associations.

Associate membership is available to non-government organiza-

tions providing products, professional expertise or management

consulting services to local government authorities.

A subscriber fee is available to municipalities wishing to receive 

Municipal Interface.

M I S A ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP F E E S

Regular member, population 20,000 or less $ 1 0 0

Regular member, population 20,000 - 99,999 $ 2 0 0

Regular member, population 100,000 - 299,999 $ 3 0 0

Regular member, population 300,000 - 500,000 $ 4 0 0

Regular member, population more than 500,000 $ 5 0 0

Associate member, 5 employees or less $ 2 0 0

Associate member: more than 5 employees $ 4 0 0

Affiliate member $ 3 0 0

Affiliate member, Canadian municipality outside 

Ontario or British Columbia, 1999-2000 $ 1 0 0

Municipal Interface subscriber (additional copies 

for existing members) $ 5 0

Note: The above fees are subject to GST.  For each $100, the 

municipality receives one copy of Municipal Interface.

M I S A A P P L I C ATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Type of Membership                                                   

Name                                                                        

Title                                                                           

Organization                                                              

Address                                                                      

City/Province                                                              

Postal Code                                                                

Phone                                                                        

Fax                                                                            

Forward with payment to: MISA

Suite 520, 2810 Matheson Blvd. East

Mississauga, ON  L4W 4X7

Phone:  905-602-4564  Fax:  905-602-4295
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1999/2000 EXECUTIVE (ONTA R I O )
PRESIDENT  Walter Gasparini, Waterloo Region

519-575-4570 (fax 575-4562) gwalter@region.waterloo.on.ca

VICE PRESIDENT  Jim de Hoop, City of Kingston

613-546-4291 (fax 546-4051) jdehoop@city. k i n g s t o n . o n . c a

PAST PRESIDENT  Deborah Barrett, City of Mississauga

905-896-5190 (fax 615-3273) debbie.barrett@city. m i s s i s s a u g a . o n . c a

TREASURER  David Laneville, City of Ti m m i n s

705-360-1375 (fax 360-1391) davidl@city. t i m m o n s . o n . c a

S E C R E TA RY Karl Drysdale, City of London

519-661-4945 (fax 661-5985) kdrysdale@city. l o n d o n . o n . c a

A S S O C I ATE MEMBERS REPRESENTAT I V E S

Mark Lehmann, Toshiba Canada 

905-470-3500 (fax 470-3479) mark_lehmann@mail.toshiba.ca

Ruth Gastle, Microsoft Canada

905-568-0434 (fax 568-0154) ruthgast@microsoft.com

REGIONAL DIRECTORS
C E N T R A L Jane MacCaskill, Region of Halton

905-825-6000 (fax 825-8820) maccaskill@region.halton.on.ca

EASTERN  Tom Hope, City of Ottawa 

613-244-5300, ext. 2000 (fax 546-4051) hope@city. o t t a w a . o n . c a

N O RTHERN  Bruno Mangiardi, City of Sudbury

705-674-3141 (fax 671-9327) bruno.mangiardi@city. s u d b u r y. o n . c a

WESTERN  Fred Snelling, City of Stoney Creek

905-643-1261 (fax 643-6161) snelling@binatech.on.ca

AT LARGE 

Roy Wiseman, Region of Peel

905-791-7800  (fax 791-4195) wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca

Angela Desserre, City of Thunder Bay

807-625-2278 (fax 623-3999) addesser@tbayel.net

M I S A BC PRESIDENT  Per Kristensen, City of Nanaimo 

250-755-4418 (fax 755-4403) per@city. n a n a i m o . b c . c a

M I S A PRAIRIE REGION  Judith Umbach, City of Calgary

4 0 3 - 2 6 8 - 4 8 11 (fax 268-2546)

M I S A ATLANTIC REGION  Bill Todd, City of Saint John

506-658-2853 (fax 658-7901)

C O M M I T T E E S
A D M I N I S T R ATION & FINANCE  David Laneville, Ti m m i n s

705-360-1375 (fax 360-1391) davidl@city. t i m m o n s . o n . c a

C O M M U N I C ATIONS  Jim de Hoop, City of Kingston

613-546-4291 (fax 546-4051) jdehoop@city. k i n g s t o n . o n . c a

MEMBER SERVICES  Roy Wiseman, Region of Peel

905-791-7800  (fax 791-4195) wisemanr@region.peel.on.ca

PROGRAM  Walter Gasparini, Waterloo Region

519-575-4570 (fax 575-4562) gwalter@region.waterloo.on.ca

2000 MISA CONFERENCE  Kathryn Bulko, City of To r o n t o

416-397-9921 (fax 696-3634) kbulko@city. t o r o n t o . o n . c a

G E N E R A LC O U N S E L

Lou Milrad 905-737-1385 (fax 508-4482)




